
Summary

June 18. I have looked over all the quotations in Toy up to katthew 21 noting

which appeared to me to be fulfilled predictions. &X5. £ayton has ooea over the

rest of them in Toy's Index and up to hevelation aria noted those which appeared

to her to be fulfilled preuictions. These which she markea are merea on a

separate sheet, and I have looked them over and mane notations regrang them.

I looked over all the quotations which Toy, 1ist uncLer"Old Testament

Passages quoted." From Isaiah, Cxiapters 40 through 46. I have omitted most of

those which are in the book of Revelation since these are simply echoes of phrase

ology and not cteaignated as quotations. Among the others I have passea over those

which were clearly nothing but echoes of phraseology but the rest of them I have

listed stating to what they seem to be referring, and naming the most important

problems that appear. Also I have made special notations regarding some or them.

I looked at all tile quotations from echariah listeu in Toy auu inane brief nota

tions regarding them.

June 20. Copied the A. V. of the verses which H. (. iitchefl gives as clear cases

of rhetorical questions with the interrogative particle oinittect, on page 117 01 his

article in Old Testament and Semitic Studies in temory of iiliam xainey darper,

Chicago, 1908, in a few cases I inclosea the references in parenthesis to

indicate that it is evidently a scribal error. 0utide of these cases of claims

there are no actual instances of the omission of the interrogative particle in

independent or initial questions. On page 125-126 he arranges these according

to the form of the sentence, to show that the oraer of the woras ias not in point.

His conclusion is that "in direct single or initial questions 1-7 is omitted

before the article, and sometimes in exclamatory questions for the purpose

of indicating more clearly tue incredulity, irony, or sarcasm wnicn promptea them,

but it can be acisquately expressed only by the human. voice."

Iiitchell remarks however that often in just such cases as this the intro

ductory particle is used.
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